
NEXT STEPS in BRIOCHE CLASS

If you have been looking to expand your brioche stitch library,
here’s your chance. This class will explore various brioche
increases, decreases and shaping stitches with the fascinating
Love Spoon Hat by Katrin Schubert, and will give you the skills
to pursue a wide range of more complicated brioche patterns.
Pre-class homework required with instructions below!

SKILL LEVEL: Advanced

SKILLS NEEDED: You should feel confident and comfortable
with the brk (brioche knit) and brp (brioche purl) stitches and
with knitting in the round.

SKILLS LEARNED: increasing brioche, decreasing brioche, fixing mistakes in brioche

CLASS DATES: 2 Thursdays // 6:00pm - 8:00pm // March 2, 16

TEACHER: Shawn

COST: $ 45, plus class supplies listed below. All supplies purchased at Cream City Yarn for this class
will receive a 10% discount.

SUPPLIES NEEDED FOR THE CLASS:
Yarn:

for exploration and samples: 50 yards of scrap DK weight of 2 contrasting colors
for project: 1 skein of Main Color (MC), 1 skein of Contrasting Color (CC), DK weight; should be
more than 110 yards each
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Needles & Notions:
US 4 (3.5mm) circular needle, 16” in length, with corresponding dpns for smaller
circumferences (can also use magic loop or two-needle technique)
tapestry needle, scissors, tape measure/ruler & stitch markers

Pattern:
Love Spoon Hat by Katrin Schubert
https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/love-spoon-hat

PRE-CLASS HOMEWORK: Please come to the first class with a swatch of knitted brioche with DK
scrap yarn in the round:

● with MC of DK scrap yarn, cast on an even number of stitches for a sample swatch (at least 40
but can be more — this will be for practice)

● knit 2 rows in the round in stockinette with MC (choose your method: single circular needle,
DPNs, magic loop, or two-needle)

● using CC, knit brioche set-up row (sl1yo, p) (for a reminder:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHxGsa_s888)

● knit 4 more sets of two-color brioche (1 row = first row of MC, brk, sl1yo; second row of CC,
sl1yo, brp)

● don’t bind o� your swatch but leave on needles and bring to class
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